Microsoft PowerApps: A bliss for ‘Non-Coders’

Dear Readers,

What’s New:

The ‘out-of-the-box’ and the ‘user-friendly’ approach by the software developed by Microsoft are well
accepted by the developers. Recently, Microsoft has launched a ‘Solution’ which is wrapped in the
combination of technologies under ‘Microsoft Power Platform’.
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Microsoft Power Platform consists of Power BI, PowerApps and Microsoft Flow. The newest entry is of
PowerApps – which build apps in hours and easily connect to data, uses Excel-like expressions to add logic
and run on the web, iOS, and Android devices.
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PowerApps has become the life savior for the end users because it follows the ‘No-Code’ rules. That means
a user can create an app using the PowerApps platform without using any logic or long codes. The main
crux, of PowerApps, is:
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Intech can help you to create your own app using PowerApps. Know how by Contacting Us.

“Mobilize” your business with Microsoft PowerApps

Mobile ERP – An ERP for modern businesses

Choosing a customized solution for a business can be painfully expensive

Mobile technology is growing at a rapid rate and is now an integral part of
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business. All the businesses are exploring new ways to Read More

Intech Systems is a consulting, implementation and support partner for Microsoft Dynamics Business Solutions for 15+ years and a Microsoft Dynamics ERP GOLD
Partner, with offices in Ahmedabad and Pune. Intech specializes in Microsoft Dynamics 365, AX, NAV, CRM, Microsoft Azure and Power BI, that help you streamline
your business processes, engage your employees and customers, and accelerate your business transformation.
Send your feedback or suggestions on info@intech-systems.com
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